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In 1924, searching for new artists with which to enter what would soon be called the
hillbilly records market, Vocalion Records signed a promising prospect named George Reneau, a
twenty-two-year-old blind street singer from Knoxville, Tennessee. Between April 1924 and
October 1925, Reneau recorded more than fifty selections for Vocalion's new hillbilly catalog at
the firm's New York City studio, beginning with his debut release, "Lonesome Road Blues."
Few who purchased his records probably ever suspected that another artist, uncredited on the
labels, was actually "ghost singing" on most of them. Nor should they have suspected anything,
for his Vocalion records carried only the artist credit: "Sung & Played by George Reneau—The
Blind Musician of the Smoky Mountains," or some variation of it. But Vocalion executives, for
reasons that are not completely clear, decided to pair Reneau on approximately two-thirds of his
recordings with a then little-known twenty-three-year-old vaudeville singer and songwriter
named Gene Austin, who went on to become one of the best-selling singers of the late 1920s and
is best remembered today for his 1927 hit "My Blue Heaven." Vocalion executives must have
been pleased with Austin's hillbilly "ghost singing," because in July 1924, three months after
making his first recordings with Reneau, the firm enlisted Austin to supply uncredited vocals and
banjo accompaniment on ten hillbilly selections by the elderly Tennessee champion fiddler,
"Uncle Am" Stuart.1
Today, George Reneau and Uncle Am Stuart are widely regarded as genuine folk
musicians and pioneering hillbilly recording artists, but Gene Austin, in contrast, has not fared as
well in the aesthetic judgment of modern-day country music scholars. Although he recorded a
total of forty-one hillbilly sides at the beginning of his recording career, Austin has been
relegated to a mere footnote in current country music histories, if he's mentioned at all, in large
part because he has become so widely identified as the quintessential Jazz Age pop crooner.
Charles K. Wolfe, for example, has dismissed Austin's vocal contributions on his hillbilly
recordings with Reneau, noting that Austin "was anything but a country vocalist" and that "he
went on to become the Bing Crosby of the 1920s."2 But Austin was only one of almost 120 New
York studio singers and musicians who performed on hillbilly records between 1924 and 1932,
but whose contributions to this fledgling industry have been overlooked or undervalued (See
Appendix A). Historians and folklorists have long viewed hillbilly music as essentially a
commercialized form of the traditional rural white folk music of the American South. This
definition, still the cornerstone of much of country music scholarship, has marginalized the
important contributions of Gene Austin and these urban studio singers and musicians due to their
lack of "authentic" folk backgrounds and their formal musical training.3 As a result, they have
been roundly dismissed in country music scholarship as "professional hillbillies," "citybillies,"
or, worse, as "pseudo-hillbillies"—that is, as nothing more than musical pretenders and
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impersonators. Vernon Dalhart, whom historian Tony Russell has dubbed "dean of the citybilly
singers," has come in for particular abuse. Despite his 1981 induction into the Country Music
Hall of Fame, Dalhart has been derided as a "pseudo-hillbilly," a "musical carpetbagger," and,
my personal favorite, "the John Denver of old-time music."4 During the 1920s, however, based
upon the tremendous sales of his and other citybilly singers' hillbilly records, record buyers
embraced their music and did not, apparently, exercise the same harsh judgments as modern-day
country music scholars. Many of the original topical songs Dalhart recorded, such as "The Death
of Floyd Collins" (1925) and "The Santa Barbara Earthquake" (1925), for example, entered oral
tradition among both white and black southerners, and were gathered and included in folksong
collections during the 1930s and 1940s as examples of "authentic" southern folksongs.5
Dalhart and the other citybillies do not fit neatly into the master narrative of country
music's history. Many of them, for example, were born in New York and other industrialized
cities of the Northeast. Many of them were immigrants, or more often, the children of
immigrants. And many of them were also Jewish.6 But these New York studio singers and
musicians had a significant impact on the early development of this musical genre. The full
extent of these artists' involvement in the hillbilly recording industry has not been generally
acknowledged, and in this paper I'd like to present a broad overview of New York citybillies'
involvement in the hillbilly recording industry before 1933 and to highlight their critical role in
establishing the core elements of the modern country music recording industry as well as in
creating an appealing hillbilly-pop sound that attracted the first national audience for this music.7
Perhaps most interesting, these New York freelance singers and musicians' participation in the
hillbilly recording industry raises important questions about the issues of authenticity,
commercialism, and the regional and class origins of this music, around which much of country
music studies currently revolves.
In 1924, the hillbilly recording industry was less than two years old, and New York City,
the headquarters of the nation's major talking-machine companies and music-publishing houses,
was its epicenter. To obtain new selections for their expanding hillbilly catalogs, talking
machine companies either brought southern recording artists, such as George Reneau and Uncle
Am Stuart, to their northern studios to make recordings, or sent mobile crews to record these
artists in makeshift studios set up in southern cities such as Atlanta, Memphis, New Orleans, and
Dallas. Between 1923 and 1932, the major talking-machine companies made approximately one
hundred such field-recording excursions in search of hillbilly material, but contrary to popular
belief, most of the hillbilly recordings produced during this period were recorded not at these
field sessions, but in New York City-area studios.8 And no group played a more significant role
in the New York studio production of hillbilly records than the citybillies, the freelance
professional singers and musicians such as Carson J. Robison, Frank Luther, Frankie Marvin,
Arthur Fields, Bob Miller, and, most notably, Vernon Dalhart, all of whom began their
professional recording careers in light opera or popular music but who, during the mid- to late
1920s, shifted into recording, if sometimes only occasionally, hillbilly music.
Between 1924 and 1932, dozens of citybilly singers and musicians operating in the New
York City area made at least one hillbilly recording as principal artists.9 Many of them ranked
among the most famous recording artists in the popular music field during the Jazz Age,
including Al Bernard, Frank Crumit, Arthur Fields, Ernest Hare, Irving and Jack Kaufman,
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Johnny Marvin, Harry Reser, and Roy Smeck. But by far the most significant was Vernon
Dalhart, a classically trained light opera tenor originally from Texas. Dalhart's 1924 recording of
"Wreck of the Old 97," coupled with "The Prisoner's Song," for the Victor label, sold a certified
one million copies over the next three years and became the first national hit of the hillbilly
recording industry. Dalhart had begun his recording career in 1915, and, in the decade before his
1924 runaway hit record, had recorded more than 350 sides in the semi-classical and popular
fields, particularly what were called "negro dialect" songs. In an effort to capitalize on his
newfound success, he began to specialize in recordings for the fledgling hillbilly market,
particularly recently composed topical ballads about highly publicized disasters, tragedies,
murders, and current news events, many of them composed by his regular guitarist and duet
partner, Carson Robison. Dalhart went on to become the most prolific of the freelance New
York studio singers working in the hillbilly music field, sometimes recording as many as three
sessions a day, during his peak years between 1925 and 1928. By the time his recording career
collapsed in 1931, he had compiled a massive discography of more than 1,800 masters—which,
counting the various releases on the major labels and their subsidiaries, were issued on more than
5,000 sides. Approximately two-thirds of these were hillbilly recordings.10
Like Dalhart, most of the New York studio singers and musicians involved in the hillbilly
recording industry worked as freelance recording artists for one or more of the fourteen or so
record companies operating in the mid-1920s in or near New York City. Many of these artists
had formal and, sometimes, classical training and professional recording careers that stretched
back to the World War I era. Incredibly versatile and much in-demand, these artists moved
fluidly across industry-defined genres, and recorded far more than just hillbilly records. For
example, Carson Robison, who began his recording career in 1924 as a Victor studio guitarist
and whistler, recorded a broad range of pop, jazz, and hillbilly records during the 1920s; in 1929,
under the billing of Carson Robison and His Kansas City Jack-Rabbits, he and a studio band
even recorded a pair of "hot" jazz foxtrots for Victor's race record series.11
The studio system of hillbilly record production that emerged in New York in the mid1920s actually evolved from a longstanding industry practice. Since at least 1900, talkingmachine companies had employed a small stable of some two to three dozen freelance studio
singers to provide the bulk of the record selections for their popular catalogs.12 Record
companies came to rely heavily upon these New York studio singers and musicians, particularly
before 1927, to help them develop their hillbilly catalogs as well. After all, most of the singers
and musicians discovered in the South, as Charles K. Wolfe reminds us, "were basically
amateurs who, though often highly gifted and innovative folk artists," had a limited repertoire
and little, if any, formal musical training.13 Thus, New York studio singers and musicians
offered several distinct advantages over more "authentic" and "traditional" southern singers and
musicians. First, studio regulars were experienced professionals who had proven themselves
capable of managing the rigorous, sometimes nerve-wracking demands of making phonograph
recordings. Second, these veteran studio artists were able to handle an array of musical material
in a variety of musical styles, even to the point of being able to closely imitate the vocal nuances
and phrasing of other hillbilly singers such as Charlie Poole and Jimmie Rodgers. Third, unlike
most southern hillbilly artists, many of these studio regulars were formally trained artists who
could read a lead sheet and quickly master new material assigned to them by the studios,
sometimes in the recording studio itself on the very day of the recording. Such professionalism
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and musical literacy allowed record companies to finish sessions efficiently and punctually, and
thereby keep overhead studio costs down. Skilled singers and musicians also enabled firms, ever
alert to the shifting trends of the market and to changing public tastes, to quickly record and
release cover versions of strong-selling songs on rival labels and recordings of other songs then
in vogue, before such selections peaked in popularity.14 Finally and most obviously, these studio
veterans were accessible to the record studios and available for a session with only a few days
notice. As a result of these distinct advantages, studio regulars served as the "workhorses" of
this New York studio system of hillbilly record production, and talking machine companies
employed them to compile much of their earliest hillbilly catalogs.15
As freelancers, these studio singers and musicians recorded prolifically, sometimes
recording the same selection for several different firms. Between 1924 and 1934, for example,
Vernon Dalhart recorded his smash hit, "The Prisoner's Song," for twelve different companies,
which issued the recordings on at least 53 labels in the United States alone. As a result of their
busy recording schedules, these New York studio singers and musicians amassed an enormous
discography of hillbilly recordings—more than 7,500 issued sides between 1924 and 1932.
Collectively, these citybilly artists accounted for fully one third of the approximately 11,400
hillbilly records released in the U.S. market before 1933 (See Appendix B).16 Perhaps even more
astonishing, nearly 85 percent of these citybilly recordings were produced by just six artists:
Vernon Dalhart, Carson Robison, Arthur Fields, Bob Miller, Frankie Marvin, and Frank
Luther.17 To conceal the fact that these prolific studio singers and musicians made so many
records for their hillbilly catalogs, record companies often disguised their true identities behind
pseudonyms. Dalhart, for example, had his recordings issued under his own name as well as at
least ninety-eight different pseudonyms on U.S. releases; another fifty-seven pseudonyms were
used on records released in foreign countries. Despite the fact that these citybilly records
featured professional New York studio singers and musicians, often performing original songs
written by professional New York songwriters, talking-machine companies nonetheless
advertised these records as commercial offerings of genuine folk ballads from the South and
particularly the Mountain South. Victor's Olde Time Fiddlin' Tunes brochure, for example,
described Dalhart's "Wreck of the Old 97" and "The Prisoner's Song" as "genuine songs of the
Southern mountaineers, given with all their original lyric vigor and their quaint melody."18
Unlike most southern hillbilly artists, who usually recorded either with, or as part of,
regular, self-contained bands, citybilly singers typically relied upon formally trained studio
musicians to provide the musical accompaniment on their records.19 Among these session
players were some of New York's finest jazz and dance band musicians, including May Singhi
Breen, Frank Ferera, Ross Gorman, Phil Napoleon, "King" Bennie Nawahi, Nat Shilkret, and Joe
Venuti.20 On Bernard "Slim" Smith's 1931 hillbilly recording of "My Little A-1 Brownie" for
Columbia, for example, "King" Benny Nawahi juggled "hot" solos on four different
instruments—the Hawaiian steel guitar, mandolin, standard guitar, and harmonica. Also playing
on this recording was another young session musician, who would also eventually be crowned a
"king" and also, coincidentally, named Benny, a twenty-two-year-old clarinet player named
Benny Goodman. The use of studio musicians to provide the instrumental backing on
commercial recordings is often identified chiefly as a 1950s development in country music
history, particularly associated with the Nashville Sound, but, in fact, from the first formative
decade of hillbilly music this practice was firmly established.21
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The New York studio system in which these freelance singers and musicians participated
also helped to establish other elements of the modern country music recording industry. This
system, for example, encouraged the rapid professionalization of the hillbilly music industry,
including the production of original songs written by a new class of songwriters who specialized
in hillbilly numbers. Most southern hillbilly recording artists relied upon older banjo and fiddle
tunes, traditional ballads, and turn-of-the twentieth-century Tin Pan Alley songs for material for
their records. But because their extraordinarily busy recording schedules consumed material
voraciously, citybilly singers often either wrote their own songs or, in the case of Vernon
Dalhart, turned to others to supply them with new material to record. Dalhart's guitarist and duet
partner, Carson Robison, the first professional songwriter of the hillbilly recording industry,
pioneered the practice of writing for the hillbilly recording industry what Farm & Fireside
magazine in 1927 called "new old songs." Robison was particularly adept at composing socalled event songs, such as "The Wreck of the Shenandoah," "The Miami Storm," and "The John
T. Scopes Trial," all of which relied upon a standard formula and needed to be produced quickly
in order to capitalize on the public interest in a particular headline-making incident.22 Moreover,
although it organized the recording of this and other genres of music on a regimented, assemblyline basis, the New York studio system also promoted the careful crafting of hillbilly records as
musical commodities. In contrast to southern field-recording sessions, for example, New York
studio sessions allowed A&R men, in collaboration with musical directors, arrangers, and the
musicians themselves, to exert greater control in creating a particular desired sound, with the
addition of certain instruments and, in many cases, special sound effects, such as train whistles,
bird calls, bells, and even whistling and hammering. On these New York citybilly recordings,
A&R men employed the standard stringed instruments such as fiddles, guitars, banjos, and
mandolins, as well as harmonicas, found in so much of the southern tradition of hillbilly music.
But they also sometimes added such "alien" instruments as violas, cellos, clarinets, piccolos,
trumpets, trap drums, and even xylophones, tubas, and saxophones.23 Occasionally, recording
directors also employed New York studio musicians at the sessions of southern hillbilly singers
and musicians summoned to New York, as in the case of Gene Austin's Vocalion recordings with
George Reneau and Uncle Am Stuart.24
Within this comprehensive New York studio system, citybilly singers and musicians
played a significant role in defining a distinctive new style of hillbilly music that appealed to a
broad audience of American record-buyers. Originally, the earliest recordings of hillbilly music
had featured solo fiddlers, fiddle-and-guitar duets, banjoists, and some stringband music. Much
of this music was derived from the southern dance tradition, and was performed in, for lack of a
better description, a rough, raw style. If such music featured vocals at all, the lyrics were usually
sung in a thickly accented style that sometimes rendered them almost incomprehensible, as in the
singing of Fiddlin' John Carson or Charlie Poole. But New York studio singers employed clear,
easily understood vocals on their hillbilly recordings, and the sedate pop orchestration that
session musicians provided on these records was chiefly intended to showcase the singing and
the song lyrics. New York citybilly singers and musicians recast hillbilly music as a principally
vocal tradition, a listening—as opposed to a dance—music, and this new emphasis on song lyrics
and vocals, one of the defining features of 1920s citybilly recordings, paved the way for the rapid
rise of later singing stars such as Jimmie Rodgers, Gene Autry, and Jimmie Davis.25
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On their recordings, New York citybilly singers and musicians typically applied a light
classical or pop treatment to hillbilly themes and content. In doing so, they brought an
unparalleled degree of sophistication and elegance to hillbilly music, and created, some three
decades before the "Nashville Sound," a new, strikingly original hillbilly style that I call the
"New York Sound." Consider, for example, Arthur Fields and Fred Hall's 1931 Crown recording
of "Eleven More Months and Ten More Days," which is representative of this uptown hillbilly
sound in its vocal style and pop orchestration. It features Fields and Hall singing a duet of one of
their self-composed songs, a comical prison ballad, with jaunty accompaniment provided by
Eddie Grosso on clarinet, (possibly) Charles Magnate on accordion, and Al Russo on banjo.26
To be sure, this New York Sound was not without its musical and aesthetic shortcomings. Not
surprisingly, much of this music degenerated into a highly predictable formula, and many of
these records, like much of commercially recorded music in general, featured trite and utterly
forgettable selections. But during the second half of the 1920s, this slick, sophisticated, and
mellow New York Sound attracted a broad audience that established hillbilly music as a
commercial genre with a national and, indeed, an international appeal. In creating this uptown
sound, studio singers and musicians gave birth to a new, mainstream hillbilly-pop hybrid that led
to the Hollywood singing cowboys of the 1930s and 1940s, and, ultimately, to the Nashville
Sound of the 1950s and 1960s.27 Even Jimmie Rodgers's commercial recordings, in many
respects, represent simply a refinement of the 1920s New York Sound.28
Beyond their significance in defining the New York Sound and establishing many of the
core elements of the modern studio production system still in use today in Nashville, New York
citybilly singers and musicians are also significant because their very participation in the hillbilly
recording industry raises several important questions that are central to the scholarly study of this
music as a commercial genre. In closing, I wish to pose a series of questions about how we, as
scholars of American music, have understood and interpreted this music. Considering that these
New York citybilly singers and musicians accounted for fully one-third of the hillbilly records
released in the United States before 1933, to what degree can we argue, as so many scholars have
done, that hillbilly music was actually a traditional rural folk music? In fact, collaborations of
traditional artists and studio musicians, such as those of Gene Austin and George Reneau, reveal
the constructed nature of hillbilly music as a musical genre and challenge our understanding of
this music as simply a commercialized form of southern white folk music. Likewise, to what
degree can we actually call hillbilly music a working-class music? And to what degree can we
even describe it as a "southern" music? The participation of the New York citybillies in the
hillbilly recording industry suggests that we need to reevaluate our understanding of this music,
and view it not as a centuries-old organic folk music of the rural South but rather as a carefully
constructed commercial genre that was part of the broader expansion of mass-mediated music in
the first decades of the twentieth century. Their involvement, in fact, reveals that recorded
hillbilly music was, in many respects, similar to other genres of American popular music and
often recorded by the same artists who made recordings in these other genres. Indeed, like these
other genres, hillbilly music was a largely an invention of the talking-machine industry, complete
with a fabricated identity and imagery that made it distinctive in the marketplace. If country
music studies, now in its fifth decade as an academic enterprise, is to advance interpretively and
theoretically, we will need to embrace the cosmopolitan, the professional, the popular, and the
Manhattan influences on 1920s hillbilly music. Surely restoring these citybilly singers and
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musicians to their rightful place within country music scholarship is a good first step in these
long-term endeavors.
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Appendix A:
New York Studio Singers and Musicians
Who Performed on Hillbilly Recordings, 1924-1932

Bernard Altschuler

Frank Crumit

Ewen Hail

Frankie Marvin

Al Russo

Gene Austin

Vernon Dalhart

Fred Hall

Johnny Marvin

Joseph Samuels

Abel Baer

Philip D'Arcy

Ernest Hare

Joseph Mayo

Andy Sannella

Smith Ballew

Horace Davis

Gus Helleberg

Bob Miller

Lucien Schmitt

Frank Banta

Saxie Dowell

Billy Hillpot

Emmett Miller

Roy Shield

Clement Barone

Seger Ellis

Bert Hirsch

Borrah Minevitch

Jack Shilkret

Charles Bates

Jack Erickson

Almoth Hodges

Sam Moore

Lew Shilkret

Al Bernard

Abe Essig

Harry Holden

Leroy Montesanto

Nat Shilkret

Frank Black

Roy Evans

Adelyne Hood

Al Morse

A. Sirillo

George Black

Frank Ferera

Eugene Jaudas

Phil Napoleon

Roy Smeck

Joe Biondi

James Ferraro

Leonard Joy

Benny Nawahi

Del Staigers

Rube Bloom

Arthur Fields

Frank Kamplain

Frank Novak

Leonard Stokes

Bert Borodkin

Anthony Franchini

Gene Kardos

James O'Keefe

Ed Thiele

May Singhi Breen

Frank Franchini

Irving Kaufman

Lester O'Keefe

Paul Tremaine

Larry Briers

Carl Freed

Jack Kaufman

Earl Oliver

Emil Velazco

John F. Burckhardt

Sam Freed

Murray Kellner

Jack Parker

Joe Venuti

Barney Burnett

Clarence Gaskill

Scrappy Lambert

Steve Porter

Tom Vodola

John Cali

Wilfred Glenn

Zora Layman

Benny Posner

N. Weiner

William Carola

Jack Glogau

Frank Luther

Lou Raderman

Bill Wirges

William Carlino

Benny Goodman

Bob McGimsey

Sam Raitz

John Witzmann

Chris Chapman

Ross Gorman

Leo McConville

Harry Reser

Chezz Chase

Meyer Gorodetzer

Charles Magnante

Justin Ring

A. Cibelli

Joe Green

Bob McGimsey

Dick Robertson

Tony Colucci

Eddie Grosso

Jack Major

Carson Robison
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Appendix B:
Total Hillbilly Recordings Made by New York
Studio Singers and Musicians, 1924-1932

Recorded

New York

U.S. Releases

Foreign Releases

Masters

(Sides)

(Sides)

2,774

7,537

1,188

11,400

22,800

3,200

Studio Singers
& Musicians

All Recording
Artists

Percent of Total

24.2%

33.1%

37.1%
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huberp@mst.edu.
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machine industry with a punishing force, leading to a sharp decline in record sales and the bankruptcy or
merger of many of the nation's record companies. As a result, several of these studio singers and
musicians' recording careers collapsed, most notably that of Dalhart, who after 1932 participated in only
three recording sessions at which he recorded a total of only ten issued sides. Others, however, continued
to flourish, despite the economic crisis plaguing the sound-recording industry, by successfully adapting to
evolving musical trends and changing public tastes. For example, Carson Robison, Dalhart's old singer
partner and songwriter, switched to specializing almost exclusively in cowboy and western music. In
1932, Robison formed a western-themed band called the Buckaroos, and launched a nationwide tour of
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Not only did these citybilly singers create a national market for hillbilly records that benefitted

Rodgers, they also acclimated record-buyers to the uptown arrangements and musical instrumentation
found on many of Rodgers's more blues and jazz-influenced selections. In many respects, A&R man and
manager Ralph Peer's development of Rodgers as a recording artist represents a modification of the New
York studio system of hillbilly record production. Of the 111 commercial releases Rodgers produced
before his untimely death in 1933, for example, some 70 percent of them featured accompaniment
provided by jazz, dance, Hawaiian, and stringband musicians, most notably jazz trumpeter Louis
Armstrong and his wife, pianist Lil Hardin Armstrong, who seconded him on the classic "Blue Yodel No.
9," now one of the most famous recordings in the annals of jazz and country music history. Unlike
citybilly singers, however, Rodgers recorded with a far greater variety of studio bands and musicians, and
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he recorded chiefly at studios, both temporary and permanent, located outside of the New York City area.
At his last final session at Victor's New York City studios in May 1933, only two days before his death,
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Annotated Discography, by Johnny Bond, JEMF Special Series, No. 11 (Los Angeles: John Edward
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